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The (Greek) Key to Structures Review
of Neural Adhesion Molecules
Daniel E. Vaughn* and Pamela J. Bjorkman*² 1988; Yoshihara et al., 1991). Many neural CAM Ig super-
*Division of Biology family members include Fn-III domains arranged in tan-
²Howard Hughes Medical Institute dem with Ig-like domains (Figure 1). Three-dimensional
California Institute of Technology structures are available for domains of several classes
Pasadena, California 91125 of Ig-like domains and for Fn-III domains; thus, one can
mentally (or using computer graphics; e.g., see Figure
4) piece together the likely structures of the extracellular
regions of many neural CAMs. Cadherins are also impor-Cells need toadhere specifically to cellular and extracel-
tant neural CAMs, forming homophilic adhesion inter-lular components of their environment to carry out di-
faces in the presence of calcium (Geiger and Ayalon,verse physiological functions. Examples of such func-
1992). Two recent structures of cadherin domains pro-tions within the nervous system include neurite
vide a clue about how the adhesive interface is formed.extension, synapse formation, and the myelination of
The classification of Ig-like domains has evolved sinceaxons. The ability to recognize multiple environmental
cues and to undergo specific adhesion is critical to each the first description of the Ig superfamily (Williams and
of these complex cellular functions. Recognition and Barclay, 1988) because of many recent structure deter-
adhesion are mediated by cell adhesion molecules minations. Studies by Chothia and colleagues (e.g., Har-
(CAMs), which bind to macromolecules expressed on paz and Chothia, 1994) suggest that some of the original
neighboring cells or in the extracellular matrix (ECM). classifications of Ig superfamily domains need to be
A detailed understanding of how CAMs mediate cellu- reconsidered. We review this work briefly and present
lar adhesion will ultimately require site-directed muta- a structure-based sequence alignment of Ig superfamily
genesis to identify critical amino acids involved in spe- domains (Figure 2; Tables 1 and 2) to allow the reader
cific recognition, quantitative functional assays to to classify Ig-like domains correctly. Alignments based
evaluate binding interactions, and high resolution three- on structurally equivalent residues often differ from
dimensional structures to provide a context for the inter- those generated using sequence information alone, es-
pretation of these data. Three-dimensional structures pecially when the sequences share a low percent iden-
of macromolecules are obtained by protein crystallo- tity, as is the case for alignments of Ig-like domains.
graphic or multidimensional nuclear magnetic reso- Thus, when analyzing a sequence for the design and
nance (NMR) techniques. In the case of adhesion mole- interpretation of mutagenesis experiments, one should
cules, structural biologists have adopted a ªdivide and use a structure-based sequence alignment such as that
conquerº approach in which structures of stable protein provided in this review. Consultation of this sort of align-
fragments are determined. These structures, which are ment is also the most accurate method for identifying
the focus of this review, illustrate the basic architecture conserved sequences in a family of related proteins.
of several CAM building block domains and, in some Molecular biologists often use such information in the
cases, provide information about inter- and intramolecu- design of primers for polymerase chain reaction-based
lar interactions. There are several reasons why it is diffi- experiments to probe for new members of a family.
cult, if not impossible, to determine the three-dimen- In this review, we also present the tertiary structures
sional structure of an entire CAM. First, no one has of Ig superfamily, Fn-III, and cadherin building blocks.
succeeded in growing crystals of a protein with charac- These structures share a common b-sheet folding topol-
teristics of a typical CAM (a large extracellular region
ogy called a ªGreek key.º We introduce this protein fold
connected to a cytoplasmic domain by a single mem-
using topology diagrams of representative members of
brane-spanning region). For this reason, crystallogra-
each domain family (Figure 3). Topology diagrams are
phers generally concentrate on the soluble extracellular
representations of protein structures commonly usedportions of CAMs. However, the extracellular portions
for illustrating the connectivity between individual sec-of most neural CAMs contain multiple copies of one or
ondary structural elements (i.e., b strands and a helices).more domain motifs organized into long flexible struc-
Figure 3 is designed to allow the reader to compare thetures that are too large to tackle using current NMR
variations in b-strand topology that result in differenttechnology (Wagner et al., 1992) and generally do not
structures for the various members of each family. Inproduce well-ordered crystals (Kwong et al., 1990).
addition, conserved features of each domain type areThese constraints combine to preclude structure deter-
indicated on the topology diagram, allowing the readerminations of the entire extracellular regions of larger
to correlate the location of particular residues in theCAMs.
sequences of related domains with their likely positionsHere we review the structures of the CAM domains
in three-dimensional structures. The topology diagramrelevant to cell adhesion events in the nervous system,
for each type of domain can be compared to the sche-focusing on the three motifs for which three-dimensional
matic ribbon diagram directly below it. Ribbon diagramsstructures are available: immunoglobulin (Ig) superfam-
are constructed by fitting a smoothed curve through theily domains, fibronectin type III (Fn-III) domains, and
position of a single atom representing each residue, andthe domains found in cadherins. In the nervous system,
stylistic features (such as depicting b strands as arrowsmembers of the Ig superfamily mediate calcium-inde-
and helices as spirals) aid the viewer in interpreting thependent homophilic and heterophilic binding. Their ex-
structure. Figures 1 and 3 thus depict the structures oftracellular regions include one or more domains with
sequence similarity to antibodies (Williams and Barclay, CAMs with increasing levels of complexity and realism:
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Figure 1. Domain Organization of Neural Ig Superfamily CAMs
Ig-like and Fn-III domains are indicated for the extracellular regions of vertebrate CAMs; structural homologs in insects are listed in parentheses.
The domains are classified based upon a comparison of their sequences to the structure-based sequence alignments in Figure 2. No
classification is listed for those domains that do not show a clear agreement to one of the consensus sequences.
that is, many of thedomains that are commonly schema- we understand even less about intermolecular recogni-
tion, since the ligands for many neural adhesion mole-tized as ovals, rectangles, or loops (e.g., Figure 1) have
known three-dimensional structures. cules are unknown and there is little available informa-
tion about particular residues involved in homotypic andStructures of individual domains, however, do not re-
veal how domains are arranged within the whole mole- heterotypic adhesion. Thus, the interpretation of many
of the structural studies related toneural adhesion mole-cule. Because of the necessity of thedivide and conquer
approach, we know less about this aspect of CAM struc- cules awaits the gathering of additional data on their
functional interactions. However, clues from some ofture. Figure 4 summarizes the available structural infor-
mation about the relevant interactions of tandem do- the individual structures provide hints about the likely
nature of a few of these interactions. We describe thesemains within a CAM. In the case of most neural CAMs,
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Figure 2. Structure-Based Sequence Alignments
Structural alignment of residues is based upon the pairwise superposition of V-like and C2 domains (Tables 1 and 2). Gaps in one sequence
compared with the others are indicated by dots. b strands are colored red (ABE-containing sheet) or blue (GFC-containing sheet). Structurally
conserved loops characteristic of V-like domains (connecting strands A9 to B and E to F) are colored yellow. Sequences between strands C
and D are not listed in the Ig-like domain sequences (indicated by double slashes and colored green) because the high degree of variability
between structures makes alignment impossible. Consensus primary sequence patterns are identified at the bottom of the sequences: an
asterisk indicates a hydrophobic amino acid; a plus sign represents a basic amino acid; a number sign indicates a glycine, alanine, or aspartate;
and an ªxº indicates any amino acid.
structures to give the neurobiologist a glimpse of what usually two b sheets that are packed against each other.
Side chains from both sheets contribute to a hydropho-will eventually become a structural framework for under-
standing the molecular basis of neural adhesion. bic core at the interface between the sheets, and be-
cause every second residue of a b strand points to the
same side of the sheet, hydrophobic residues tend toThe Greek Key Folding Topology
b-pleated sheets are a common structural element in occur at every secondposition in the primary sequences
of b strands arranged in a two-sheet structure (Figuresglobular proteins. Within a sheet, b strands adopt an
almost fully extended conformation, aligned so that hy- 2 and 3).
A common folding topology for domains containingdrogen bonds form between main chain atoms of resi-
dues within adjacent strands. When b strands are ar- one or two antiparallel b sheets is called a Greek key
because of the similarity in the connectivity of the branged in an antiparallel fashion, as is the case for the
neural CAM building blocks reviewed here, the result is strands to a repeating unit of an ornamental pattern
Table 1. Superposition of Ig V-like Domains
VCAM D1 CD4 D1 CD4 D3 CD8 Telokin VH VL
CD2 D1 1.5 (65) 1.6 (75) 2.0 (75) 1.3 (64) 1.5 (62) 1.3 (67) 1.3 (67)
VCAM D1 1.2 (64) 1.7 (67) 1.6 (63) 1.6 (75) 1.8 (71) 1.5 (76)
CD4 D1 1.4 (68) 1.5 (74) 1.5 (76) 1.4 (78) 1.5 (78)
CD4 D3 1.5 (54) 1.2 (66) 1.9 (73) 1.6 (63)
CD8 1.6 (71) 1.3 (93) 1.3 (83)
Telokin 1.4 (70) 1.6 (83)
VH 1.3 (83)
The rms deviations (AÊ ) for different pairwise superpositions of carbon-a atoms of Ig V-like domains are listed. For each combination, the
number of carbon-a atoms used in the calculation of the rms deviation is listed in parentheses. Regions containing five or more adjacent
carbon-a atoms that superimposed within 3.8 AÊ were used to generate the rms deviations listed. VH and VL domain coordinates were obtained
from the protein database file 7fab.
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Table 2. Superposition of Ig C2 Domains been found to adopt the same folding topology. Thus,
one can use the structures of the immunologically rele-VCAM D2 CD4 D2 CD4 D4
vant molecules as first order models for the structures
CD2 D2 1.3 (59) 1.6 (54) 1.6 (56)
of Ig superfamily domains in neural CAMs. In this sec-VCAM D2 1.9 (48) 1.6 (61)
tion, we describe the three-dimensional structures ofCD4 D2 1.8 (41)
some of the CAM domains depicted schematically in
The rms deviations (AÊ ) for different pairwise superpositions of car- Figure 1.
bon-a atoms of Ig C2 domains are listed. For each combination,
Structures of Ig Superfamily Domainsthe number of carbon-a atoms used in the calculation of the rms
Ig-like domains have traditionally been identified at thedeviation is listed in parentheses. Regions containing five or more
adjacent carbon-a atoms that superimposed within 3.8 AÊ were used primary sequence level by the presence of two cysteine
to generate the rms deviations listed. VH and VL domain coordinates residues separated by 55 to 75 amino acids (which form
were obtained from the protein database file 7fab. a disulfide bond in the folded structures), and a so-
called ªinvariantº tryptophan residue located 10±15 resi-
dues C-terminal to the first conserved cysteine (Davies
and Metzger, 1983; Williams and Barclay, 1988; Kabatused in ancient Greece (Richardson, 1977; middle of
Figure 3). The presence of a Greek key fold in a protein et al., 1991). However, some Ig superfamily domains
lack these features but still adopt an Ig-like fold (e.g.,does not imply a common evolutionary origin or function
with another Greek key protein. For example, Ig variable CD4 domain 3; Brady et al., 1993).
On the basis of sequence and structural similarities,domains and the enzyme superoxide dismutase have
the same folding topology, but no sequence or func- Ig superfamily member domains were divided into three
sets; C1, C2, and V-like (Williams and Barclay, 1988).tional similarity (Richardson et al., 1976).
We use the Ig constant domain depicted in Figure 3 The C1 set includes antibody-constant and topologically
equivalent domains. The C2 set has a slightly differentas the archetypal Greek key fold. b strands are labeled
with consecutive letters starting with the N-terminal organization of b strands within the two sheets as com-
pared with the C1 set. The V-like (variable-like) set in-strand. For other domains, extra strands are labeled
with primes (e.g., C9 and C99 of Ig variable domains) cludes Ig variable and structurally similar domains. Re-
cently, Harpaz and Chothia defined another structuralto preserve the nomenclature for analogous b strands.
Throughout all figures, the b sheet including strands A, set called the ªIº set (Harpaz and Chothia, 1994), which
can be regarded as a shortened V-like domain (WagnerB, and E is red, and the sheet containing strands G, F,
and C is blue. Throughout the review, we refer to the and Wyss, 1994). For the purposes of this review, we
will group the I set of superfamily members togetherdifferent sheets by the letters of the strands they contain;
for example, an Ig C1 domain contains an ABDE sheet with other V-like domains. Because of the presence of
Fn-III modules ina numberof Ig superfamily neural adhe-(or ABDE face) and a GFC sheet.
sion molecules (Yoshihara et al., 1991), we include a
discussion of Fn-III domain structure in this section al-The Ig Superfamily
Many cell±cell interactions in the nervous system are though these domains are not part of the Ig superfamily.
Ig C1 Domainsmediated by Ig superfamily members, which are defined
as molecules that contain domains with sequence simi- C1 domains consist of seven b strands arranged into
two antiparallel sheets: one consisting of strands A, B,larity to the variable or constant domains of antibodies
(Williams and Barclay, 1988; Yoshihara et al., 1991). D, and E (red in Figure 3), and the other consisting of
strands G, F,and C (blue in Figure 3; Davies and Metzger,Many Ig superfamily molecules consist of tandem Ig-
like domains connected in series with multiple copies 1983). The two sheets are connected by a disulfide bond
between strands B and F. In an antibody, constant do-of a second building block domain calledan Fn-III repeat
(shown schematically in Figure 1). Current structural in- mains are found in the Fc region and the C-terminal
domains of the Fab. Constant-like, or C1 set domains,formation about domains in Ig superfamily members
comes mainly from structures of molecules that function are also found in the membrane proximal domains of
major histocompatibility complex antigens and T cellin the immune system. However, to date, any two mole-
cules that share detectable sequence similarity have receptors (Chothia et al., 1988; Bjorkman and Parham,
Figure 3. Structures of Building Block Domains
The border separating diagrams of antibody domains (top) and from neural CAM domains (bottom) shows a typical Greek key pattern as seen
in vases and other early Greek art. Topology (above the fold name) and ribbon (below the fold name) diagrams are presented for each building
block structure. The ABE-containing sheets are red and the GFC-containing sheets are blue. In the topology diagrams, strands are identified
by letters. Amino acids that have equivalent positions in all structures of the domain type are indicated by a closed circle, by the one-letter
code if the identity of the amino acid is conserved, by the symbol φ for hydrophobic residues, or by the symbol c for hydrophilic residues.
b-sheet hydrogen bonding is indicated by dashed lines. Regions of irregular secondary structure are indicated by open rectangles. Yellow
highlights the antigen binding loops in the Ig variable domain, the structurally conserved loops in the V-like domains (A9 to B and E to F
loops), the integrin-binding RGD loop present in some Fn-III domains, and the A strand of N-cadherin domain 1 that mediates formation of
the strand dimer. The part of the V-like domain that shows the most variability between structures (connection between strands C and D) is
highlighted in green. Ribbon diagrams were prepared using Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) and rendered with Raster 3D (Merritt and Murphy, 1994)
from coordinates available from the PHB (7fab for Ig constant and variable domains, 1ten for Fn-III) or provided by the authors (VCAM-1
coordinates from E. Y. Jones for V-like and C2 domains, and N-cadherin domain 1 coordinates from L. Shapiro for Cad).
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Figure 4. Tandem Domain Interfaces in CAMs
Ribbon diagrams are shown for tandem domain structures. The ABED sheet is red and the A9GFCC9C99 sheet is blue. In the two diagrams of
CD4, the strand that continues from the first domain into the second domain is highlighted in green. For the CD2 and VCAM-1 diagrams, the
short interdomain connecting sequence is highlighted in green. A metal ion between the neuroglian Fn-III domains (NgFn1,2) is shown in
green. The integrin binding loop in VCAM-1 and residues within the metal binding site in NgFn1,2 are highlighted in yellow. These figures
were prepared with Molscript (Kraulis, 1991) and rendered with Raster 3D (Merritt and Murphy, 1994) from coordinates obtained from the
protein database (3cd4 for CD4 D1,2; 1cid for CD4 D3,4; 1hgf for CD2, and 1cfb for NgFn1,2) or provided by E. Y. Jones for VCAM-1.
1990; Bentley et al., 1995). To date, this fold has not similarly to Ig variable domains (Table 1). V-like domain
structures do not always include the C9 and C99 strandsbeen found as a component of a CAM (Wagner and
Wyss, 1994). that distinguish Ig variable from Ig constant domains.
Structures with V-like domains include the T cell core-Ig C2 Domains
The C2 and C1 folding topologies are similar, except for ceptors CD4 (first and third domains; Ryu et al., 1990;
Wang et al., 1990; Brady et al., 1993) and CD8 (Leahythe ªsheet switchingº of one b strand (strand D of the
ABED sheet [red] in a C1 domain becomes strand C9 in et al., 1992a), the N-terminal domains of two adhesion
molecules (CD2 and VCAM-1; Jones et al., 1992; Bodiana C2 domain to form a GFCC9 sheet; blue). b strands in
Ig C2 domains are somewhat shorter than in C1 domains et al., 1994; Jones et al., 1995), and telokin, the C-termi-
nal domain of the myosin light chain kinase (Holden et(z6 compared with z9 residues) and lack many of the
conserved sequence patterns at the N-terminal end of al., 1992).
Primary Sequence±Based Classificationthe b barrel (see Figure 2). C2 domains have been seen
in the structures of three Ig superfamily members (Table of Ig-like Domains in CAMs
One way to compare three-dimensional structures of2): the second domain of the immune system adhesion
molecule CD2 (Jones et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994), proteins is to superimpose the coordinates of their car-
bon-a atoms. For proteins adopting the same fold, athe second domain of vascular cell adhesion molecule-1
(VCAM-1; Jones et al., 1995), and the second and fourth structural core of residues can be identified as one
whose carbon-a atoms superimpose upon their coun-domains of the T cell coreceptor CD4 (Ryu et al., 1990;
Wang et al., 1990; Brady et al., 1993). terparts. The overall rms deviation among core residues
of related proteins varies inversely with the percent se-Ig V±like Domains
Variable domains of immunoglobulins are the prototype quence identity: i.e., core residues in proteins related
by a high percent identity (>60%) superimpose wellfor the V-like domains of adhesion molecules. This fold
is found in the VH and VL domains of antibodies (Davies (generally within 1 AÊ rms deviation), whereas core resi-
dues in more distantly related proteins (20%±30% se-and Metzger, 1983) and the N-terminal domains of T cell
receptor a and b chains (Chothia et al., 1988; Bentley quence identity) superimpose with a larger average rms
deviation (z2 AÊ ; Chothia and Lesk, 1986). For pairwiseet al., 1995). The folding topology is similar to the Ig
constant fold or C1 set. However, two additional b superpositions of Ig V-like and Ig C2 domains, we pres-
ent the number of core residues and their rms deviationsstrands (C9 and C99) extend the GFC face (blue). For
antibodies and T cell receptors, two variable domains in Tables 1 and 2. A large structural core of residues
superimpose well within each subset of Ig-like domains,pair to form an antigen binding site composed of resi-
dues within the loops connecting strands B and C, whereas a much smaller structural core is identified
when Ig V-like domains are superimposed upon Ig C2strands C9 and C99, and strands F and G (yellow in Figure
3). Close examination of the hydrogen bonding patterns domains.
We generated structure-based sequence alignmentsin Ig variable domains shows that the C-terminal portion
of the A strand is hydrogen bonded to the GFC-con- for Ig V-like and Ig C2 domains by aligning residues
within the appropriate structural cores (Figure 2). Thetaining sheet (blue). This portion of the strand is called
A9 (Figure 3). alignments reveal a consensus of primary sequence fea-
tures that can be used to predict if a protein will adoptV-like domains in Ig superfamily members are folded
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a C2 fold versus a V-like fold. Many neural CAM domains The D3D4 interface is also likely to be rigid (Brady et
al., 1993). Thus, the available structural data for CD4were initially classified as C2 primarily on the basis of
the number of residues separating the cysteine residues suggests that segmental flexibility is mostly restricted
to the junction between D2 and D3 (Kwong et al., 1990).(Yoshihara et al., 1991). However, an examination of the
sequences in light of the consensus sequences of V-like In the crystal structures of the two-domain extracellu-
lar regions of rat and human CD2, however, strand Gand C2 domains indicates that many neural CAM do-
mains are more likely to adopt a V-like fold (Harpaz and from domain 1 does not continue directly into strand A
of domain 2 (Jones et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994).Chothia, 1994). For example, the sequences of all of the
Ig-like domains of the NCAM, L1, and contactin/TAG-1 Instead, the two domains are separated by a linker of
six amino acids that adopts an extended conformationfamilies match the V-like consensus sequence better
than the C2 consensus sequence (Figure 1). (green in Figure 4). There are significant differences in
the relative domain orientations when the various struc-The differences between Ig V-like and C2 domains at
the primary and tertiary structure levels can be summa- tures of CD2 are compared, suggesting interdomain
flexibility (Jones et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994). Simi-rized as follows: first, in V-like domains, the C-terminal
portion of the A strand (A9) is part of the GFC face (blue) larly, an extended linker connects domains 1 and 2 of
VCAM-1 (green in Figure 4), and the domain associationand connects to the B strand via a conserved type II b
turn (yellow in Figure 3; Harpaz and Chothia, 1994). This is believed to be somewhat flexible (Jones et al., 1995).
The structure of a two-domain proteolytic fragmentturn is usually identifiable in the primary structure by a
sequence motif that includes a glycine seven residues of neuroglian provides an example of the relative orien-
tation of tandem Fn-III domains (Huber et al., 1994).before the first of the characteristic cysteines (Fig-
ure 2). Another distinguishing sequence motif is found The interface between the two Fn-III modules that were
crystalized is believed to be rigid, consistent with theat the region connecting the E and F strands of V-like
domains compared to C2 domains (yellow in Figures 2 insensitivity of the two-domain fragment to proteolytic
digestion. The hydrophobic interface includes a metaland 3).
binding site, presumably involved in stabilizing the rela-Fn-III Modules
tive orientation between domains (Figure 4). AlthoughFn-III domains were originally identified as a repeating
metal binding may not be a universal feature at Fn-IIImotif of z90 amino acids in the ECM protein fibronectin
domain interfaces (and was not seen in the recently(Hynes, 1990). This common structural motif has been
determined crystal structure of domains 7±10 of fibro-estimated to occur in up to 2% of all animal proteins
nectin; Leahy et al., 1996), an interdomain metal site at(Bork and Doolittle, 1992). Structures of single Fn-III
the analogous position is predicted by sequence com-modules from the ECM proteins tenascin (Leahy et al.,
parision to be present in the homologous vertebrate1992b) and fibronectin (Main et al., 1992), as well as a
neural CAM L1 (Huber et al., 1994).tandem pair of domains from the Drosophila neural CAM
The two Fn-III domains in neuroglian are related byneuroglian (Huber et al., 1994) and domains 7±10 of
a near perfect twofold screw axis along the longestfibronectin (Leahy et al., 1996) have been reported. The
molecular dimension (z70 AÊ ). Assuming this relative ori-b-sheet domain topology of the Fn-III motif is identical
entation is a general property of tandem Fn-III repeats,to IgC2 domains (Figure 3), although domains with these
the tandem Fn-III domains in neuroglian and other neuralfolds are not related by primary sequence. This topology
CAMs can be modeled as a thin straight rod with two-is also shared by the bacterial chaperone PapD (Holm-
domain zig-zag repeats (Huber et al., 1994). When com-gren and BraÈ nden, 1989) and the human growth hor-
bined with the dimensions of pairs of tandem Ig-likemone receptor (De Vos et al., 1992); thus, a number of
domains from CD4, CD2, and VCAM-1 (60±80 AÊ long,proteins with diverse functions have converged upon
20±30 AÊ wide), the model suggests that neuroglian is athis common fold.
long narrow molecule (20±30 AÊ in diameter) that couldArrangements of Domains within a Molecule
extend up to 400 AÊ from the cell surface if there wereRecognition of a ligand may not be confined to a single
no significant bends between domains (Figure 5). How-CAM domain; thus, multidomain structures are impor-
ever in photomicrographs, rotary-shadowed whole neu-tant for understanding ligand binding. The structures of
roglian (six Ig-like domains plus five Fn-III domains) ap-tandem Ig-like domains from CD4, CD2, and VCAM-1
and a structure of tandem Fn-III repeats provide exam- pears to be a flexible rodlike molecule containing about
four bends (Huber, 1994; H.P. Erickson, A.H. Huber, A.J.ples of how adjacent domains within a neural CAM can
be arranged (Figure 4). Bieber, and P.J.B., unpublished data). The mean total
length is z390 AÊ , consistent with a head-to-tail packingCrystals of the entire extracellular domain of CD4 dif-
fract poorly (Kwong et al., 1990); thus, separate struc- of the Ig-like domains and with the dimensions assumed
for the neuroglian Ig-like and the Fn-III domains. Thetures of domains 1 and 2 (D1D2; Ryu et al., 1990; Wang
et al., 1990), then domains 3 and 4 (D3D4; Brady et al., five-domain Fn-III portion of neuroglian is observed to
bend in at least two positions. Analysis of the electron1993), were determined. In both the D1D2 and D3D4
structures, the G strand of the first domain continues microscopy data supports a model in which the domain
interface joining the first two Fn-III modules of neuro-to become the A strand of the second domain (G to A
strand is green; Figure 4). The relative orientation of glian (the ones in the crystal structure) is rigid, but some
of the other Fn-III interdomain interfaces are flexibledomains 1 and 2 in human CD4 is conserved in multiple
crystal forms, suggesting there is little segmental flexi- and appear to exhibit considerable rotational freedom
(Huber, 1994).bility between the first two domains (Ryu et al., 1994).
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Thus, we have seen that the body of current structural
knowledge is sufficient to piece together a general idea
of the structures of neural CAMs in the Ig superfamily.
The CD4, VCAM-1, and CD2 structures provide starting
models for the structures of Ig-like domains in neural
CAMs. The available structures of Fn-III modules pro-
vide the starting model for the remaining portion of neu-
ral CAMs that include these motifs. Both Ig-like and Fn-
III modules in CAMs interact in a head-to-tail fashion,
producing an extracellular region that is much longer
than it is wide (e.g., Figure 5). Structural data on Ig-
like as well as Fn-III repeats suggest that connections
between domains can be rigid (as in the interface be-
tween the first two domains of CD4 or the first two Fn-
III modules of neuroglian) or flexible (as in the first two
domains of CD2). For each individual CAM, some inter-
domain connections are probably rigid while others are
likely to allow adjacent domains to adopt multiple orien-
tations with respect to each other. Presently, there is
noway topredict which domain interfaces will be flexible
or rigid based upon primary sequences alone, and even
CAMs with related domain organization and sequences
may show different points of flexibility. Although the
functional significance of flexibility in neural CAM mole-
cules is unknown, flexibility could allow molecules on
different cells to adopt the specific conformations re-
quired for adhesive binding.
Ig Superfamily Adhesive Interactions
Neural CAMs of the Ig superfamily are involved in a
variety of adhesive interactions, including homophilic
binding, recognition of other Ig superfamily members,
recognition by integrins, and binding to components of
the ECM.
In homophilic adhesion, for example by NCAM or L1
family members, CAMs on one cell bind to partner mole-
cules expressed on an adjacent cell (Rutishauser and
Jessell, 1988). There are no structural data that directly
address how this interaction occurs. However, packing
in the crystals of rat and human CD2 provides a hint of
what a homophilic interaction between V-like domains
may resemble (Jones et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994).
Although multiple crystal forms of rat and human CD2
show different crystal packing arrangements, a head-
to-head interaction between the N-terminal V-like do-
mains is conserved across space groups and species
(Bodian et al., 1994). In this interaction, the A9GFCC9C99
faces (blue) from molecules packed head-to-head form
a tightly packed interface (Figure 6). This interaction is
consistent with molecules on different cells binding in
an extended orientation, and could be a model for how
homophilic adhesion is accomplished between V-like
domains of Ig superfamily members.
Fn-III domains are gray and side-chain atoms are pink (first two
domains) or green (domains 3±5). Potential points of flexibility sug-
gested by electron microscopic studies of neuroglian (see text) and
by crystallographic and biochemical data on Ig superfamily mole-
cules (e.g., Kwong et al., 1990) are noted by arrows. No structuralFigure 5. Hypothetical Model for the Alignment of Six Ig-like and
Five Fn-III Domains in Series, as in Molecules of the L1 Family information concerning the potential flexibility of the interface be-
tween Ig-like and Fn-III domains (indicated by a question mark) isSpace-filling model in which atoms in Ig-like domains are blue (side-
available. This figure was generated using the program SETOR (Ev-chain atoms) and green (main-chain atoms). Main-chain atoms in
ans, 1993) and coordinates for CD4 D1D2 (3cd4) as a model for the
six Ig-like domains and NgFn1,2 (1cfb) as a model for Fn-III repeats.
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Figure 6. Models of Homophilic Adhesive Interactions for Ig V-like and Cadherin Domains
(Left) Ribbon diagram of the head-to-head interaction observed in crystals of CD2 domains 1 and 2 (Jones et al., 1992) serves as a model
for homophilic and heterophilic interaction between Ig superfamily members.
(Right) The zipperlike structure observed in crystals of N-cadherin domain 1 (Shapiro et al., 1995a) as a model for cadherin-mediated cell±cell
adhesion. Strand A, which interdigitates into the partner domain of the strand dimer, is highlighted in yellow.
Many Ig superfamily CAMs bind heterophilically to strands C and D (yellow; Figure 4). The GFC face of
VCAM-1 is comparable to the GFCC9C99 face of CD2,other superfamily members. In fact, CD2 itself binds
to CD58, another Ig superfamily member. Site-directed which is implicated in heterophilic interactions (Jones
et al., 1992; Bodian et al., 1994). It has therefore beenmutagenesis studies (Withka et al., 1993) have mapped
the CD58 binding site on CD2 to the same face observed suggested that the face containing b strands C, F, and
G of the first domain of Ig superfamily members may bein the crystallographic interaction between opposing
CD2 molecules (the A9GFCC9C99 face; blue). Thus, the a site of intercellular adhesive interactions, regardless of
the nature of the ligand (Jones et al., 1995). This detailedpacking in the CD2 crystals may also be illustrative
of heterophilic interactions between Ig superfamily structural analysis of the VCAM-1/integrin interaction is
relevant to nervous system molecules such as tel-members.
Structural information about the interaction of Ig su- encephalin, a VCAM-1 homolog expressed on a re-
stricted set of dendrites that is predicted to bind inte-perfamily domains with integrins comes from the VCAM-
1 crystal structure (Jones et al., 1995). Mutagenesis grins (Yoshihara and Mori, 1994).
In addition to Ig superfamily domains, integrins arestudies implicate six residues of VCAM-1 domain 1 as
critical for binding to the VLA-4 integrin (Osborn et al., also recognized by some Fn-III repeats in ECM proteins.
This interaction is mediated by an Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)1994). Other leukocyte Ig superfamily integrin-binding
molecules have been shown to bind to integrins via sequence motif (Hynes, 1990). The RGD sequences of
the Fn-III modules from the ECM proteins tenascin anda similar sequence motif (hydrophobic, followed by a
negative charge). The critical residues for VLA-4 binding fibronectin are located in a b hairpin loop between
strands F and G (Leahy et al., 1992b, 1996; Main et al.,are part of the GFC face (blue; Figures 3 and 4) and
occur at the N-terminal portion of the loop connecting 1992; yellow in Figure 3). Other than the common feature
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of a negatively charged residue in the midst of a flexible domain were recently reported (Overduin et al., 1995;
Shapiro et al., 1995a). Although there is no significantloop, the conformation of the RGD loops in these ECM
proteins does not resemble the conformation of the CD sequence similarity between cadherins and members
of the Ig superfamily, the cadherin domain adopts aloop in the first domain of VCAM-1, which is critical for
the interactions of V-like domains with integrins. How- Greek key fold with ABED (red) and A9GFC (blue) b
sheets, a topology similar to that of Ig V-like domainsever, both types of loops contain a negative charge,
which could facilitate adhesion by completing a divalent (Figure 3). However, unlike Ig V-like domains, the BC
and CD loops include helical regions, and the AB andcation-binding site on the integrin (Jones et al., 1995).
Significant progress has been made in the field of inte- EF connections differ from their V-like counterparts. The
cadherin domain is topologically similar to Ig V-like do-grin structure with the solution of the structure of the A
domain of the a subunit of an integrin (Lee et al., 1995). mains without showing the primary sequence character-
istics that would make cadherins members of the IgHowever, further information about interactions be-
tween integrins and Ig superfamily or Fn-III domains superfamily, much as Fn-III domains are topologically
similar, yet not related by sequence, to Ig superfamilyawaits the solution of the structure of a heterodimeric
integrin and/or a complex between an integrin and its C2 domains. An analysis of Ig superfamily and cadherin
sequences and intron patterns suggests the two typesligand.
The Fn-III modules of most neural CAMs do not con- of structures converged upon a similar stable folding
topology, rather than diverged from a common ancestortain RGD sequences (Bork and Doolittle, 1992), and the
function, if any, of the comparable loop in the Fn-III (Shapiro et al., 1995b).
The first domain of N-cadherin dimerizes in solutionmodules of CAMs is unknown. However, RGD se-
quences are found in what appears to be the F-to-G and in the crystal structure (Shapiro et al., 1995a). The
dimer-related domains are oriented parallel to eachloop of a few neural CAMs such as TAG-1 (Furley et al.,
1990), Ng-CAM (Brugoon et al., 1991), and neurofascin other; thus, the same dimer could be formed on a cell
surface. This dimer is called the ªstrand dimerº because(Volkmer et al., 1992). In the case of neuroglian, the only
neural CAM for which structural information is available, the first four residues of each domain (A strands; yellow
in Figures 3 and 6) interdigitate into the partner domain,the Fn-III domains do not contain RGD sequences
(Bieber et al., 1989). However, both FGloops are solvent- forming hydrogen bonds with strand B. In particular, the
tryptophan side chain at residue 2 is inserted into theaccessible b hairpin turns and are therefore available
for intermolecular recognition (Huber et al., 1994). hydrophobic core of the dimer-related molecule. An
analysis of cadherin domain 1 sequences shows a nota-
ble conservation of residues at the strand dimer inter-Cadherins
Cadherins are single-pass transmembrane proteins that face, and it therefore seems likely that all cadherin extra-
cellular regions function as dimers (Shapiro et al., 1995a,include an extracellular region formed by five repeats
of 100 amino acids and a conserved cytoplasmic do- 1995b). Domain 1 of E-cadherin, however, is reported
to be monomeric (Overduin et al., 1995), a surprisingmain. The extracellular region functions in calcium-
dependent homophilic cell adhesion, with the adhesive result given the conservation of residues, including Trp
2, within the A and A9 strands of the two structures.specificity residing primarily within the first repeat. The
cytoplasmic domain meditates connections with actin Further studies will be required to assess the generaliz-
ability of the cadherin strand dimer as the functionalfilaments via catenin proteins. The combination of cad-
herin-mediated homophilic recognition and catenin- unit for formation of adhesive interfaces.
Arrangements of Cadherin Domainsmediated cytoskeletal anchoring has been implicated
in cell sorting and cell condensation events during mor- within a Molecule
In addition to requiring calcium for adhesive interac-phogenesis. Different cadherins, such as P-, N-, R-, T-,
and E-cadherin, are expressed in a wide variety of cell tions, cadherins show a calcium-dependent resistance
to proteolytic degradation. A single amino acid changetypes. Since each member binds homophilically to the
identical type, cells preferentially adhere to other cells is sufficient to abolish calcium-mediated adhesion and
protection from proteolysis, implying that calcium actsbearing the same cadherin member (Takeichi et al.,
1990; Geiger and Ayalon, 1992). In addition to the ªclas- indirectly to regulate homophilic adhesion by modulat-
ing the protein structure (Ozawa et al., 1990). In bothsicº cadherins found in the zonula adherens cell±cell
junctions of vertebrates, a protocadherin family with de- the NMR and X-ray cadherin structures (Overduin et al.,
1995; Shapiro et al., 1995a), a calcium binding site isvelopmentally regulated expression is found in the brain
(Sano et al., 1993), and proteins with tandem cadherin- identified near the carboxyl terminus of the domain. The
metal ions are incompletely coordinated in the singlelike repeats are found in Drosophila (Mahoney et al.,
1991) and in vertebrate desmosome junctions (Wheeler domain structures; thus, it is speculated that residues
within the second domain complete the coordination.et al., 1991). Other proteins, such as the proto-oncogene
c-ret (which functions in differentiation and/or prolifera- This hypothesis is supported by results of NMR and
site-directed mutagenesis studies (Ozawa et al., 1990;tion in peripheral nerve cells and hematopoietic cells),
consist of a cadherin-like extracellular region and an Overduin et al., 1995). Homologous calcium binding
sites are predicted at the interfaces between each tan-intracellular tyrosine kinase domain (Iwamoto et al.,
1993). dem pair of cadherin domains (Overduin et al., 1995;
Shapiro et al., 1995a), which could stabilize the interdo-The Cadherin Fold
The NMR structure of the first domain of E-cadherin main junctions and thereby account for the observation
of calcium-dependent resistance to proteolysis (Ozawaand the crystal structure of the comparable N-cadherin
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et al., 1990). A model for the five-domain extracellular are relatively rigid. The available structures of tandem
repeats have demonstrated ways that serially arrangedregion of cadherins was constructed based upon the
structure of the domain 1 strand dimer, with the relative Ig-like domains can form rigid (e.g., CD4) or relatively
rigid (e.g., CD2) interfaces. However, because only fairlypositioning of successive domains dictated by the cal-
cium ion coordination (Overduin et al., 1995; Shapiro et inflexible interactions are amenable to structure deter-
mination, we have yet to visualize the domain interac-al., 1995a).
Homophilic Adhesion by Cadherins tions that provide CAMs with their greatest flexibility.
To date, this inherent flexibility has hindered crystalliza-Three different crystal forms of N-cadherin contain a
linear zipper of cadherin dimers thought to reflect adhe- tion of entire multidomain extracellular regions. Simi-
larly, intact antibodies resisted formation of well-sive interactions between two cadherin-expressing cells
(Figure 6) (Shapiro et al., 1995a). The zipper is formed ordered crystals for many years, and the ªdivide and
conquerº approach was used to elucidate the mecha-by the combination of the strand dimer twofold symme-
try axis with another twofold axis orthogonal to the first. nism of antibody function (Davies and Metzger, 1983).
However, with the improvement of crystallization tech-The result is a continuous ribbon of cadherin protomers,
in which the C-termini of successive dimers project in niques, even a highly flexible intact antibody has been
crystallized and used for an atomic resolution structureopposite directions, as if the dimers were emanating
from two interacting cells. Thus, the packing in these determination (Harris et al., 1992); thus providing hope
that similar advances will allow crystallization of wholecrystals may be providing us with the first atomic resolu-
tion view of cell±cell adhesion. It is therefore instructive extracellular regions of large neural CAMs.
By combining the results of site-directed mutagenesisto examine the features of the interaction interface be-
tween cadherin protomers related by the antiparallel and structural studies, the molecular mechanism by
which CAMs achieve homophilic and heterophilic adhe-twofold symmetric interaction (termed the ªadhesion
dimerº). sion is beginning to be elucidated. The face of V-like
domains that includes strands G, F, and C has beenThe main contact areas within the adhesion dimer
interface include an interaction between the related C implicated in two different adhesive interactions (Jones
et al., 1992, 1995; Bodian et al., 1994), and this facestrands, the related CD loops, and the DE loop of one
protomer with the FG loop of the partner. The interaction was suggested to be the site of intercellular adhesive
interactions, irrespective of the ligand that binds (Jonesinterface includes residues within strand F that had been
implicated in cadherin subtype recognition. In general, et al., 1995). In this regard, it is interesting that the loca-
tion of thecadherin adhesion interface involves residuesthe regions involved in adhesive contacts are distant
from the Ca21 binding site, another indication that the from the G, F, C, and D strands. However, adhesion
by N-cadherin domain 1 is more of an edge-to-edgecalcium dependence of cadherin adhesion arises from
its stabilizing influence, rather than through a direct ef- interaction than the face-to-face interaction observed
in crystals of CD2 (Figure 6) (Jones et al., 1992; Shapirofect on the adhesive interface.
The adhesive interface is assumed to be relatively et al., 1995a). The adhesive interface observed in the
cadherin crystals illustrates one way in which cell adhe-weak, since domain 1 of N-cadherin forms only dimers
in solution, rather than higher order oligomers (Shapiro sion is accomplished even with a very weak affinity ad-
hesive interaction (i.e., mM or weaker). This exampleet al., 1995a). (The dimers formed in solution are as-
sumed to correspond to the strand dimer rather than also suggests that weak adhesive interactions will be
difficult to study biochemically, because they are stablethe adhesion dimer.) Indeed, a portion of the adhesion
dimer interface is mediated by water molecules, as com- only under conditions of high valency. However, in some
cases, crystallization can overcome this difficulty, sopared with the strand dimer interface, in which a strand
from one domain interdigitates into the hydrophobic that the weak adhesive interactions that normally occur
only on the cell surface can exist within the crystal,core of the partner. The adhesion zipper observed in the
cadherin crystals illustrates a mechanism to overcome owing to the high protein concentrations required for
crystallization.weak individual adhesive interactions through the coop-
erative binding of rows of molecules on each cell. Many questions remain to be answered. At present,
very little is known about the strength of different homo-
philic and heterophilic interactions. As more neural
Conclusions CAMs are available in purified forms, the affinities of
The Greek key b sandwich structure is a common motif specific homophilic and heterophilic interactions can be
in cell surface proteins involved in adhesive interactions. measured and the effects of introduced mutations can
This folding topology serves as the building block for be quantitated. Complexes between partner molecules
domains in neural CAMs, such as cadherin domains and involved in heterophilic interactions can be crystallized,
the Ig-like and Fn-III domains of Ig superfamily mem- which will allow a visualization of the atomic specificity
bers. Structure-based sequence alignments for do- involved in different cellular recognition events. Indeed,
mains from these proteins (Figure 2) (Leahy et al., 1992b; some proteins that do not form well-ordered crystals by
Huber et al., 1994) provide an important tool for relating themselves can be induced to crystallize as a complex
primary sequences to three-dimensional structures. with another protein; thus cocrystallization may be one
The Greek key structural motif is usually found as method to obtain the structures of entire neural CAM
an array of tandem repeats, arranged in a head-to-tail extracellular regions. As the powerful tools of molecular
fashion to create a long rodlike structure in which some biology are combined with the knowledge of the binding
affinities and the structures of neural CAMs, we maydomain interfaces allow rotational freedom, while others
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McPherson, A. (1992). The three-dimensional structure of an intactapproach an atomic resolution understanding of how
monoclonal antibody for canine lymphoma. Nature 360, 369±372.the neural CAM building blocks are used by cells to
Holden, H.M., Ito, M., Hartshorne, D.J., and Rayment, I. (1992). X-rayaccomplish their diverse adhesive interactions. A num-
structure determination of telokin, the C-terminal domain of myosinber of interesting structures areundoubtedly on the hori-
light chain kinase, at 2.8 AÊ resolution. J. Mol. Biol. 277, 840±851.zon, and we can look forward to a more complete picture
Holmgren, A., and BraÈnden, C.-I. (1989). Crystal structure of chaper-of the mechanism of cell adhesion.
one protein PapD reveals an immunoglobulin fold. Nature 342,
248±251.
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